INTRODUCTION
Tamil language has a rich treasure of medical literature 1 . Though basically indistinguishable from classical Ayurveda, the Tamil tradition imbibed during its peregrination through the ages, many elements of the alchemical practices of the Jains, Buddhists and Saivites. Attempts were also made by Tamil physicians to study the therapeutic value of many plants predominant in the south and not utilized by Ayurveda 2 . Consequently, many innovations in material medica, pharmacy, nosology and therapeutics were made by its practitioners.
The present day Tamil medicine or Siddha system as it is popularly called, is thus, a veritable treasure house of medical knowledge.
Palm -leaf manuscripts of medical texts were treated as jealously guarded secrets in olden days. But the advent of printing technology changed the scene for the better. Copies of many of them are available now. However, publication of such works has to take into consideration some important points. This problem is addressed in this article with two illustrative examplesVaittiyacintamani -800 of Yukimuni and Nayanaviti -500 of Akattiyar. 4 . The explanations provided in VC-1976 4 are of poor quality. The various signs and symptoms of the disease entities are rendered wrongly at many places. Though Vaittiyacintamani -800 is a work on nosology alone, VC-1976 4 suggests the medicines also for the diseases. These prescriptions have got no textual support.
Vaittiyacintamani

An example of interpolation
Nayanaviti -500 of Akattiyar
Akattiyar is a legendary figure to whom are attributed numerous Tamil works on linguistics, medicines, alchemy, tantra, yoga, witchcraft etc. Unlike Ayurveda many texts of ophthalmology are available in Tamil literature. Nayanaviti -500 of Akattiyar is one among them 5 . Originally published in 1923 6 , it was reprinted in 1976 7 .
Doubtable authorship
Careful study of the text provides several evidences which suggest that this is a text of doubtable authorship. Some examples are cited below.
1. Patal no .3 states "The characteristics of eye diseases were revealed by Siva to Uma. I present them in viruttappa metre for the mankind to learn and benefit from".
2. Patal no.4 states "This is the nayanaviti narrated by Akattiyar who delved deeply into the knowledge revealed by Paramasiva".
3. Formula of Kunkumatampirati mattirai described in patal no. 227 "was revealed by Akattiyar for the benefit of the physicians".
4. Formula of Kacamattira in patal no.283 "was described by the elders (periyor)".
5.
Formulae of Suriyakantikaiyiru (patal no.295) and Linkatimattirai (patal no. 296) are also attributed to the same source.
6. A simple formula of a collyrium "was described by the sage of the mountain (malaimunivar) so that physicians might eke out a living (patal no. 335)".
7.
A similar motive is said to have induced Akattiyar to describe the formula of another collyrium (patal no. 386).
These different statements suggest that interpolations were made by several anonymous authors.
Some chronological curiosities
A few evidences from Nayanaviti -500 cast doubt about the antiquity of the work. For example, turkey eggs (vankozhimuttai) and tar of tobacco (ukka kuzhalazhukku) also figure among the ingredients of some medicines (patal nos. 329, 413). It is well known that the turkey fowl and tobacco were introduced into India in the 16 th century by Portuguese seamen 2 .
CONCLUSION
The various evidences collected from Vaittiyacintamani -800 of Yukimuni and Nayanaviti -500 of Akattiyar obviate the need to publish well edited versions of Tamil medical texts. The several palm leaf manuscripts of a medical work should be collected, scrutinized and edited thoroughly before attempting to publish it. Publishing unedited works will only serve to lower the veracity of the medical information's and thereby tarnish the image of the mystics who had composed the original treatises. In addition to improving the credibility of Tamil medical texts such authentic publications will prove invaluable to research workers.
